DECOMPOSITIONS OF P n INDUCED BY ALGEBRAIC K + -ACTIONS
The paper is devoted to some algébralo dynamical systems (flows) on P n . More exactly we are studying algebraic group aotlons of K* on P n (where K Is any algebraioally closed field, e.g. K » C-the field of complex numbers). The aim of the paper is to show that any suoh aotion determines a natural decomposition of P n into invariant subsets with a structure of a fibre space over the set of singular points of the aotion (i.e. the set of fixed points of the action) with affine spaces as fibres. The decomposition resembles the decomposition that can be obtained from Smale'e theory of dynamical systems at hyperbolic points [2] .
One may hope that the decomposition will enable ua to understand better geometric properties of the dynamioal system.
Assumptions and notations
Let K be an algebraioally closed field of oharaoteristic zero. In this paper K+ denotes the additive group of K and F a projective space of dimension n. By PL(n,K) we denote the automorphism group of P n i.e. PL(n,K) is isomorphic to the quotient group of GL(n+1,K)jby K*-the multiplicative group of K. Let us assume that K + acts algebraioally on P n by an algebraic morphism cp :
In the first section we describe the form of suoh action K + on P n and in the -853 -second section we show that suoh aotlon gives a decomposition of F® into invariant subsets.
1. Form of a K*-aotion on P n First we will show the following theorem. Theorem 1. For the action of on P n given by <p : K + * P 11 -P n and for any fixed coordinates in P n , there exists a nilpotent matrix A suoh that cp(t,xj) * e A **x, for any t e K* and any x e P n . Proof.
Ve may assume that <p is not trivial (otherwise we take A « 0). Then the algebraia action cp : K^P 11 -P n gives an embedding, i? 1 K*--Pl(n,K). Let ty 1 GL(n+1,K) -» -*-PL(n,K) be the quotient morphism by the center of GL(n+1,K)«K* and let G « nT 1 (-7(K" 1 *)). So we have the following diagram Moreover,ty restricted to the unipotent radical G u of G is an isomorphism into ^(K*). Therefore we may identity ^(K*) with G u and oonsider as a subgroup of GL(n+1,K) and as embedding of ft* into GL(n+1,K).
Then (1 non-jBingular matrix C such that C«e » e *C for any element t eK*. But then we have
The coefficients at the same power of t on the left and right-hand side of that equality are equal so we get m • k and CA -BC, CA 2 « B 2 C,...,CA k -B k C. This is equivalent to m -k and CA « BC, whioh shows that the matrices A and B are similar.
Decompositions of P
11 determined by aotlons of K* Let cp be the -action on P n~1 given by a matrix A such that A k « 0, for some positive integer k. let X Q -(P 11 " 1 )
1^
be the set of all fixed points of cp. Let us define sets ^ (i=1,... ,k-l) in the following way 
-
the point x. Ve will oall the point a^x) the limit of x, for t -(cx, (x) -lim tx).
Proof of Theorem 2. Ve have to prove that --1Q
is a locally-trivial K^-fibrations over XQ. Z^ does not depend on the choioe of coordinates on P n_1 , so we can assume that the matrix A is in its Jordan form.
Let n.j,...,np be the dimensions of Jordan cells occurring in A. and for s « 1,2,...,p. let m_ be the number of n -dimenr\ sional oells of A. Then m = n o • n* We mas assume that where y., -xk, yk+1 » x2k, y2k+1 » x3k,....7(1_1)k+1 -xlk.
Hence ot1(X1) » P 1 " 1 .
We will oover Hence cy^X^) is the projective space of dimension m^-1. As above we choose the covering Uj (j » 1+pn.j, p-0,... of the set «-jiX-j) and we get that o^ iX., --ot^X., j c x o is a locally-trivial fibration with affine Braces of dimension (n-1) -(m 1 -l) • n -m 1 aB fibres.
To prove that X 2 is a looally-trivial fibration, we find an ^-isomorphism of P 0 " 1 \jc^ to some projective space P k whioh transforms X~ into (P ) 1 . We have already proved that it X 1 is a locally-trivial fibration. so (P ) 1 is a locally-trivial fibration. Therefore Xg S (P ) 1 is also a locally-trivial fibration.
Let x = [x 1 ,...,x n ]eX 2 , then • 0 (j -1,...,^). Ve have to consider two oasest a) n 2 <n.j-1, b) n 2 » n^-1.
In the case a) at least one of the coordinates x 4 _ « jn.j-1 (j = 1,...,m 1 ) is not equal to zero. The space P n~1 \ X« is (p 11 )*^ -{xeX0 : x^ovxgi^ovxg^ovx^^o}» XQ S P 3 , while oc^ s K 11 -one point «2j K 10 -m-one point a^t x^ -P 1 is a locally-trivial fibration with fibres K 9 , cx4: X4 -P 3 is a locally-trivial K + fibration with K 7 as fibres. We obtain the following sequence of subsets of XQ : one point cp 1 c p 3 .
We obtain the same sequenoe of subsets of XQ by three different non-isomorphic K + -aotione induced by the matrices: B [6,4,1,1], C » [7, 3, 1, 1] , D = [8,2,1,1] , where we denote by [n.j »ngjn^.n^] a nilpotent matrix which in its Jordan form has cells of dimension n^, n2, n^, n^. The matrices A, B, C, D are not similar, so the actions corresponding to them are not isomorphic (Remark 1). There are no more actions which gives the same sequence of fixed points.
-861 -Remark 2.
For acy fixed K + -action on P n given by the matrix A in a Jordan form and any fixed eequenoe of fixed points of that action, we havei (i) The number of cells of A is equal to dim X0+1.
(ii) The number of cellB of the highest dimension is equal to dim(P n )^ + 1.
(iii) The number of different cells of A ie equal to the number of sets (P in the sequence of ZQ.
(iv) If A * [n.j.. ,n.j,... ,nm,... ,nm],then the number of the coordinates whioh are equal to n^ (i/1) is equal to dimfP^f" -dim{P n ')£r (v) Por any ilyi(P B »fi\(i B l^1, T^P 11 and TyP n (with induced aotion) are isomorphic as K*-varieties.
Proofs of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are obvious, (v) may be obtained by easy but long calculations.
